
PRECISE The center of the video-camera is carefully pointed on the vanishing

point.

CONNECTED  The  composition  even  if  comprising  of  several  elements  is  always

interconnected as a sculpture.

QUICK The capturing and editing of the resulting films are quickly executed,

providing  an  overall  aesthetic  that  is  based  on  the  molteplicity  of  events

representing the documenting subject's practice.

REVEALING The Journal of the project often reflects about the people surrounding

the documenting subject and the ever changing relationship with them also based on

their facilitating or not the project. In this respect when the relation is in

crisis the willing of the documenting subject expressed through this Journal might

manifest this even more drastically and indignate the person in question if he or

more likely she comes across the resulting writings.

DIVORCING In a society where now not only marriages but also friendship and all

sorts  of  relationships  are  formalized  through  media  in  order  to  provide  the

bourgeoises a formal sense of security, the documenting subject cuts out of all

these contract based systems and rather seek a deep exchange when the situation

arises, despite the fact that the other person might also have the philisteus

tendency of having but not being, and intensively experience such relation.

DISTOPIAN The dream of a country place in nature is no more, at least within the

artificially  contaminated  context  where  people  are  concentrated  in  order  to

survive. The documenting subject has thus to readjust his natural inclination and

aspire only metaphysically to his ideals of a final ultimate architecture. Any

other  attempt  would  either  lead  him  to  a  miserable  isolation  or  political

terrorism.

READAPTABLE The documenting subject is neither too civilized nor too wild and is

ready to at all times take the resemblance of a boheme and let his beard grow a

bit or that of a civilized man. In this way he can bridge between different

classes.

INTUITIVE Often the documenting subject has to relay on his intuition alone to

orient himself and explore unknown spaces. This is even more emphasized when fully

responsible while having a guide would on the contrary disorient him and leave him

unable to reconstruct the undertaken trajectories.


